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Directed peptide amphiphile assembly using
aqueous liquid crystal templates in magnetic
fields†
Pim van der Asdonk,‡ab Masoumeh Keshavarz,‡abc Peter C. M. Christianenbc and
Paul H. J. Kouwer*ab
An alignment technique based on the combination of magnetic fields and a liquid crystal (LC) template
uses the advantages of both approaches: the magnetic fields oﬀer non-contact methods that apply to all
sample sizes and shapes, whilst the LC templates oﬀer high susceptibilities. The combination introduces a
route to control the spatial organization of materials with low intrinsic susceptibilities. We demonstrate
that we can unidirectionally align one such material, peptide amphiphiles in water, on a centimeter scale
at a tenfold lower magnetic field by using a lyotropic chromonic liquid crystal as a template. We can
transform the aligned supramolecular assemblies into optically active p-conjugated polymers after
photopolymerization. Lastly, by reducing the magnetic field strength needed for addressing these
assemblies, we are able to create more complex structures by initiating self-assembly of our supramolecular
materials under competing alignment forces between the magnetically induced alignment of the assemblies
(with a positive diamagnetic anisotropy) and the elastic force dominated alignment of the template
(with a negative diamagnetic anisotropy), which is directed orthogonally. Although the approach is still in
its infancy and many critical parameters need optimization, we believe that it is a very promising
technique to create tailor-made complex structures of (aqueous) functional soft matter.
Introduction
Self-assembly in aqueous solutions is an excellent approach to
fabricate functional materials that can interface with biological
and biochemical processes, for instance within sensing devices.1–3
Controlling the macroscopic organization (such as micropatterns
and alignment) of such aqueous supramolecular materials across
multiple length scales is essential for device performance,4–7 but
remains a major challenge to date. Over the years, many techni-
ques have been developed to control the spatial organization of
aqueous self-assemblingmaterials, including photolithography,8,9
soft lithography,9,10 electrospinning,11–13 electric fields14–17 and
magnetic fields.18–20 All these techniques have demonstrated their
use in specific situations, but they also suffer from limitations
that are often directly associated to the organization of aqueous
soft materials. For instance, such materials frequently display a
low susceptibility and incompatibility to strong electric fields.
Also complex pattern formation of these structures over multiple
length scales on a wide range of surfaces is very challenging.
We recently explored liquid crystal templating as a tool to
direct the spatial organization of supramolecular materials in
water.21 This approach oﬀers a number of unique advantages:
(i) LC templating does not depend on delicate molecular
interactions and is therefore suitable to organize a wide range
of soft materials; (ii) the liquid crystal (LC) template itself is
highly susceptible to external stimuli and is readily manipu-
lated to generate complex patterns; (iii) after alignment,
organization and optional post-modification, the LC template
can be removed, leaving only the aligned functional material on
the substrate. LC templating has been applied successfully to
align organic22–31 and, to a lesser extent, aqueous functional
materials32–37 Mostly, surface interactions were used to control
the alignment of aqueous soft matter, although one example
of carbon nanotube alignment in a magnetic field aligned
lyotropic liquid crystal was published.32
Here, we use the advantages of LC templating and combine
them with the unique features of magnetic field alignment,
which is an intrinsic contact-free alignment technique (no specific
directing surfaces needed). We demonstrate that this approach
allows for the formation of complex patterns by cleverly exploiting
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the diﬀerences in sign and strength of the diamagnetic aniso-
tropies of the LC template and the dispersed soft material.
To demonstrate this concept, we aligned and patterned
peptide amphiphiles (PA) in a lyotropic chromonic liquid
crystal (LCLC) template in a magnetic field. In an aqueous
LCLC template solution, PA self-assembles into nanometer-
wide fibers and progressively bundles into hierarchical micron
to millimeter-sized structures. We show that we need a tenfold
lower magnetic field to align these amphiphilic bundles over a
centimeter range in the presence of the magnetically responsive
LCLC template. Post-modification provides an easy method to
introduce functionality and dimensional stability to the struc-
tures; the latter allows for removal of the template by washing.
The reduction of the magnetic field alignment threshold opens
up a window for the creation of more complex structures at high
magnetic fields. Here, we anticipate a competition between the
magnetically induced alignment of the PA assemblies (with a
positive diamagnetic anisotropy) and the elastic force dominated
alignment of the template (with a negative diamagnetic aniso-
tropy), which is directed orthogonally.
Materials and methods
The peptide amphiphile that we use are self-assembling supra-
molecular materials which have shown a lot of promise in both
biomedical engineering and sensing applications.38–45 Its
synthesis and characterization has been reported before.21,45
The amphiphile consists of a 25 carbon hydrophobic tail and a
GAGAK hydrophilic head section (Fig. 1a). In both water and in
nematic DSCG at room temperature, PA self-assembles due to
hydrophobic–hydrophilic interactions, forming long 1D beta-
sheet fibers (Fig. 1b). In water, these beta-sheets form isotropic
assemblies at larger length scales.21 Furthermore, PA was
functionalized with a diacetylene-moiety, which allows us to
crosslink these materials by a topological photopolymerization
step, resulting in a greatly improved mechanical stability and a
strong chromatic response due to the p-conjugated backbones.
For device applications, such as in tissue engineering38,39,41,42
and molecular electro-optics40 controlled long range ordering
of these materials is essential. Macroscopic alignment was
realized with shear flow,38,40,46 electrospinning13 and a high
magnetic field approach,18,19 whereas multi-length scale control
was accomplished using soft lithography47 and recently with an
LCLC template on photopatterned substrates.21 The high mag-
netic field experiments showed that, at sufficient field strengths,
PA assemblies align with their long axis parallel to the magnetic
fields (with the hydrogen bonds parallel and the alkyl chains
perpendicular to the field).18,48 The magnetic alignment of such
materials depends on the anisotropy of the diamagnetic
susceptibility and the strength of the applied field. We calculated
a value of Dw = DwJ  Dw> E 611  1012 m3 mol1 for the
molar diamagnetic susceptibility for PA (see ESI†). The number
is negative (i.e. PA will align with the molecular axis perpendi-
cular to the field, but 1D assemblies will align parallel to the
field) and small, which confirms that even for large assemblies
high magnetic fields are necessary to obtain alignment.
We chose disodium cromoglycate (DSCG) as a lyotropic chro-
monic liquid crystal (LCLC) template to direct the organization of
PA in magnetic fields. DSCG is a rigid plank-like molecule that
consists of an aromatic core with water-solubilizing groups on the
periphery (Fig. 1a). In water, the molecules stack face-to-face in
columnar aggregates due to p–p stacking and hydrophobic inter-
actions, and at certain concentrations and temperatures, these
aggregates form nematic and smectic phases.49 Recently, nematic
DSCG solutions have been used to template the organization of
motile bacteria35–37 and the alignment of carbon nanotubes34
and peptide amphiphiles.21
The molar diamagnetic susceptibility of DSCG is positive
and much larger. We calculated a value of Dw = wJ  w> E
1226 1012 m3 mol1. Now the molecules will order with their
long axis parallel to the field and the 1D assemblies will order
in a plane perpendicular to it. As the concentration DSCG is
much higher than the concentration PA, one expects that DSCG
can be aligned at much lower field strengths. Indeed, experi-
mentally was found that magnetic fields as low as 0.7 T50,51 are
suﬃcient to align a nematic solution of DSCG. By placing DSCG
solutions in a confined space (such as in a glass cell of a several
microns spacing), the stacks are forced to align in-plane and
perpendicular to the magnetic field vector. The ability of DSCG
Fig. 1 Molecular structures (a) of PA and DSCG. Transmission electron microscopy (b) images of PA assembled in water (top) and in nematic DSCG in
water (bottom), showing in both cases a fibrous twisted beta-sheet structure.
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to act as an aqueous anisotropic solvent which can direct other
dispersed materials, while also having relatively high magnetic
susceptibilities, makes this particular template an excellent
material to control the structural organization of PAs, but
potentially a much wider range of aqueous functional soft
materials using magnetic fields.
Results and discussion
Unidirectional aligned arrays of p-conjugated peptide
amphiphiles
To create unidirectionally aligned arrays of dichromic PAs, we filled
glass cells (23 micron spacing) with a mixture of PA (0.026 wt%)
and DSCG (13.7 wt%) in milli-Q. The glass cells were sealed with
epoxy glue to prevent water evaporation and after 1 hour of drying,
the cells were loaded in the magnetic field setup. The temperature
was increased to 80 1C after which a magnetic field (B = 2 T) was
turned on. With the magnetic field on, the sample was cooled to
room temperature over a period of 40–60 minutes. Subsequently,
the magnet field was switched off and the sample was removed.
Polarized optical microscopy (POM) was used to investigate the
assembly and alignment of PA and DSCG.
Fig. 2 shows microscopy images of PA and DSCG after
cooling to room temperature in the presence of a 2 T magnetic
field. DSCG forms a unidirectionally aligned monodomain over
centimeter dimensions (Fig. 2a). The DSCG stacks are aligned
in-plane and perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic
field, as confirmed by analyzing the optical appearance after
inserting a quarter wave plate between analyzer and sample in
the POM stage (Fig. S1, ESI†). Over the same centimeter length
scales, OM reveals extended fibrous bundles aligned (Fig. 2b),
which are macroscopically aligned self-assembled PA fibers,
oriented parallel to the DSCG template and thus perpendicular
to the magnetic field direction. Furthermore, in many locations,
spindle-like structures are observed (Fig. 2c) from which aligned
fibrous bundles emerge. We believe that these spindles are
nucleation sites of the initial PA fibers formation from which
(aligned) fiber growth was initiated later in the cooling process.
After assembly in the magnetic field, a photopolymerization
step (initiated by leaving the glass cells uncovered on a lab table
for several hours or by a 10 minute illumination with a
conventional UV-lamp) crosslinked the aligned PA bundles,
which consequently became bright blue in color due to the
p-conjugated backbone structure (Fig. 2b and c). At this stage, the
cells were opened and DSCG was washed away, leaving mechani-
cally stable PA bundles (as a result of the photopolymerization
process) organized unidirectionally on the substrate. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. 2d) shows massive arrays of
fibrous PA bundles unidirectionally aligned perpendicular to
the magnetic field. Control experiments demonstrated the role
of the liquid crystalline template. Without DSCG present, we
found no macroscopic fiber alignment for either the samples
grown in the absence (Fig. S2, ESI†) or in the presence (Fig. S3,
ESI†) of the magnetic field.
Mixtures of PA in DSCG in the absence of a magnetic field
showed random in-plane LCLC alignment, resulting the formation
of disordered fibers (Fig. S4, ESI†). We found that the applied
Fig. 2 Microscopy images of PA (0.026 wt%) in a nematic DSCG template (13.7 wt% in milli-Q) after alignment in a 2 T magnetic field. POM image (a)
shows a unidirectionally aligned monodomain of DSCG. OM image (b) shows photopolymerized PA bundles aligned along the direction of DSCG
template. Image (c) shows an example of the spindle-like structures also present in the DSCG template. After opening the cell and washing away DSCG,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (d) shows an aligned photopolymerized PA bundle in greater detail. White double-sided arrows indicate the
direction of the applied magnet field.
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magnetic field has no observable influence on the observed PA
bundle morphology; the microscopy images of mixtures of PA
and DSCG assembled in the absence of a magnetic field (Fig. S5,
ESI†) show similar PA assembly morphologies, compared to
when PA is assembled in a DSCG template with a magnetic field
applied (Fig. 2).
Due to the macroscopic unidirectional alignment of the p-
conjugated backbones of these amphiphilic polydiacetylenes,
strong linear dichroism is induced (Fig. 3). Linearly polarized
light parallel to the backbone of the PA assemblies is strongly
absorbed (Fig. 3a), whereas the absorption of linearly polarized
light oriented perpendicular to the assemblies is drastically
reduced (Fig. 3b). Additionally, the polymerized assemblies
are very stable in demanding conditions (Fig. S6, ESI†), even
at temperatures as high as 90 1C.21
Fig. 4 schematically displays the templating mechanism
responsible for macroscopic PA alignment. At high tempera-
tures (480 1C) both PA (grey, Fig. S7, ESI†) and DSCG49 (yellow)
are (mostly) molecularly dissolved (Fig. 4a). Cooling to 50 1C
initiates self-assembly of PA fibers, which are not responsive
to the 2 T magnetic field thus orient isotropically (Fig. 4b).
Simultaneously during cooling, the self-assembled DSCG stacks
have grown long enough to form nematic LCLC domains
wherein the stacks align perpendicular to the magnetic field
Fig. 3 Microscopy images of PA (0.026 wt%) in DSCG (13.7 wt% in milli-Q) after alignment in a 2 T magnetic field, showing a strong dichroic response.
The temperature of the sample was raised to 65 1C (isotropic phase of DSCG) to remove dichroic contribution from the DSCG birefringence. The double-
sided white arrows in the top right corner indicate the orientation of the polarizer in the OM stage. When the polarizer is aligned along the backbone of
the PA assemblies (a) light is strongly absorbed due to the aligned p-conjugated backbones. When the polarizer is oriented perpendicular to the
backbones of the PA, light absorption is reduced (b). Due to the increased temperature, the PA bundles undergo a color change from blue to red.
Fig. 4 Cartoon of the mechanism of LCLC (yellow) templated PA (grey) alignment in low (2 T) magnetic fields. Cooling the sample from a molecularly
dissolved PA and DSCG solution at high temperatures (panel a) first leads to PA assembly which are not aﬀected by the small magnetic field (panel b).
At slightly lower temperatures, we find the DSCG transition into the nematic–isotropic biphasic regime. The nematic droplet (in an isotropic coninuum)
are aligned by the 2 T field and the PA in them will be reoriented by the liquid crystalline matrix (panel c). Further cooling increases the fraction of (aligned)
nematic DSCG solution until at room temperature a continuous nematic phase is formed. At the same time, the PAmonomers continue to assemble into
increasingly long fibers. As their environment now is homogeneously aligned (panel d), we find full efficient templating to the PA assemblies. Keeping the
sample at room temperature results in a further (lateral) assembly process of the PA fibers (panel e). At this stage, the fibers can be photopolymerized
(blue colored fibers) and the template can be removed (panel f). The inset in panel f shows the position of the individual PAmonomers with respect to the
bundle’s long axis. The dark blue vertical bar indicates direction of the p-conjugated backbone after photopolymerization.
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(Fig. 4c) as a result of their negative diamagnetic anisotropy.
The presence of PA bundles may facilitate LCLC formation (Fig. S8,
ESI†) since we observed a slight increase (from 32.7 to 33.7 1C) in
the clearing temperature of DSCG (13.4 wt%) with PA present.
Whilst the LC domains expand into a single monodomain,
reorienting shear forces and elastic mediated forces direct the
alignment of PA nanofibers parallel to the LCLC template (Fig. 4d).
Meanwhile during the cooling process, depletion interactions with
the LCLC solvent forces these nanometer-wide fibers to form
much thicker bundles (Fig. 4e and Fig. S9, ESI†). After photo-
polymerization, the PA assemblies are very stable due to the
crosslinked diacetylene cores which are oriented parallel to the
fiber’s long axis (indicated by the vertical dark blue line in the inset
in Fig. 4f). Due to the increased stability, the template can be
readily removed. In addition, the PA bundles show strong linear
polarized absorption characteristics because of the presence of
a transition dipole moment parallel to the p-conjugated poly-
diacetylene PA backbones.
Hierarchically patterned p-conjugated peptide amphiphiles
Besides utilizing a template to realize macroscopic unidirec-
tional peptide amphiphile orientation, we used the orthogonal
diamagnetic anisotropies of DSCG and PA to create complex
hierarchical PA structures in high magnetic fields. At these
high fields, we anticipated a competition between the two PA
alignment forces: the LCLC templates that directs the orienta-
tion perpendicular to the magnetic field and the (high) mag-
netic field itself, which forces the PA stacks to organize parallel
to the field.
Sealed glass cells containing PA (0.026 wt%) and DSCG
(13.7 wt% in milli-Q) were placed in a high magnetic field
setup. The glass cells were heated to 80 1C and a 20 T magnetic
field was applied. After cooling the cells to room temperature,
the magnetic field was switched oﬀ and the sample was studied
with (polarized) optical microscopy (Fig. 5).
Surprisingly, we observed complex LC director fields
(Fig. 5a) as well as areas of large single domains in the range
of several millimeters (Fig. 5b). In contrast, when DSCG was
aligned in the absence of PA (Fig. S10, ESI†) in a high magnetic
field, a perfectly aligned monodomain was obtained. Upon
closer inspection with optical microscopy (Fig. 5c), we observed
two distinct organizations of fibrous aggregates present
everywhere in the sample: (i) fibers aligned parallel to the
direction of the applied magnetic field, sometimes in conjunc-
tion with spindle-like structures (aligned perpendicular to the
field); and (ii) fibers aligned perpendicular to the field in both
bundle- and spindle-like formations, identical to the assem-
blies found after applying a 2 T magnetic field sweep (Fig. 2).
After a photopolymerization step, the orthogonally aligned PA
assemblies turned blue in color (Fig. 5c), analogous to the assem-
blies in Fig. 2. After the cross-linking step, the glass cells were
opened and the LCLC was washed away. We used SEM (Fig. 6) to
investigate the hierarchical structures with the two distinct orga-
nizations at higher magnifications in order to unravel its mor-
phology. Fig. 6a–c shows aligned fibrous bundles oriented parallel
to the field, in conjunction with perpendicularly aligned spindle-
like aggregates. In some locations (Fig. 6d), only spindle-like
aggregates were found (oriented perpendicular to the magnetic
field) without any conjoined bundles that were aligned parallel to
the field. These structures are also visible with optical microscopy
(Fig. 5c, top right corner) and are identical to the assemblies
found after a 2 T magnetic field sweep (Fig. 2).
We postulate that these two distinct PA fiber orientations
actually are the result of competition in alignment introduced
by the positive diamagnetic susceptibility of PA and perpendi-
cular alignment along the LCLC template induced by its
negative diamagnetic susceptibility.52
Fig. 7 schematically shows the prime processes when cool-
ing the solution from the molecularly dissolved state at 80 1C
(Fig. 7a) in the presence of a high (20 T) magnetic field. Again at
approximately 50 1C, PA fiber (grey) formation commences
which now is directed by the strong magnetic field (Fig. 7b),
yielding bundles parallel to the field. Due to the time and
temperature-dependent depletion interactions and the ongoing
PA assembly, these fibers continue to grow in dimensions
(Fig. 7c). Simultaneously during cooling, small nematic DSCG
domains form and grow to eventually form large nematic
domains throughout the sample. Newly formed and still dis-
solved PA fibers may now follow the elastic forces induced
by the nematic DSCG phase and orient perpendicular to the
fibers that are already present before. They may give rise to
new bundles that are entirely aligned perpendicular to the
field (Fig. 6d) or associate tangentially to the existing parallel
bundles (Fig. 6a–c and 7d).
Fig. 5 Microscopy images of PA (0.026 wt%) in a nematic DSCG template (13.7 wt% in milli-Q) after 20 T magnetic field alignment. POM image (a) shows
complex in-plane nematic LCLC director orientations. POM image (b) shows large single LCLC domain, where (after removal of polarizers from POM
stage) aligned PA aggregates are visible aligned both perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field (c).
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The elastic forces are not high enough to reorient large PA
bundles, which maintain their parallel orientation. One should
consider, however, that phase formation in DSCG sets in at a
lower temperature than PA assembly. The fact that we see
significant amounts of perpendicularly oriented PA fibers
suggests that the elastic forces are stronger than the magnetic
forces (at 20 T). This is supported by the observation of tiny
fibers emerging from the large parallel aligned bundles that
unravel and predominantly bend in the direction of the nematic
LCLC template (Fig. 6c). These assemblies then act as a
Fig. 6 SEM images of PA (0.026 wt%) in a nematic DSCG template (13.7 wt% in milli-Q) after alignment in a 20 T magnetic field. SEM Images (a and b)
show orthogonally aligned PA assemblies with fibers oriented both perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. Image (c) shows unraveled fibers
(perpendicular aligned to the field) from the thicker unidirectionally aligned bundle (parallel to the field). Image (d) shows a unidirectionally aligned spindle
similar to a 2 T aligned PA bundle (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 7 Cartoon of the mechanism of LCLC (yellow) templated PA (grey) alignment in high (20 T) magnetic fields, again starting from a high temperature
solution with DSCG and PAmolecularly dissolved (panel a). Upon cooling the sample, PA fibers start forming first. In the 20 T magnetic field, these fibers
start growing parallel to the field (the monomers with negative Dw perpendicular to the field) and expanding (panels b and c). At the clearing temperature
of the DSCG solution, nematic droplets form, in which the DSCG aggregates are oriented perpendicular to the field. These droplets and, at lower
temperatures, the homogeneously aligned DSCG solution will then template further PA fiber growth in the direction of the nematic matrix and thus
perpendicular to early formed fibers (panels d and e).
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nucleation point for further PA assembly and bundling until
room temperature is reached (Fig. 7e).
When conducting the same experiment at a lower magnetic
field of 15 T, PA neither formed assemblies that aligned parallel
to the field nor orthogonal bundled aggregates. Instead, only
homogeneously aligned structures as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6d
(perpendicular to the magnetic field direction and parallel to
the DSCG stacks) were observed (Fig. S11a and b, ESI†). We
found similar PA aggregates (again perpendicular to the field)
when PA was assembled at lower concentrations (0.013 wt%) in
a DSCG template at 20 T (Fig. S11c, ESI†). Apparently, at these
lower concentrations the assembly of PA is dominated by the
LCLC template despite the presence of the high magnetic field.
On the other hand, at increased PA concentrations (0.039 wt%),
the orthogonal structures similar to the ones in Fig. 5c and
6a, b were observed (Fig. S11d, ESI†). The higher PA concentra-
tions result in the formation of larger assemblies which in turn
have an increased diamagnetic susceptibility and hence an
increased responsiveness to the magnetic field.48 This is further
supported by control experiments which show that 0.1 wt% PA
(without DSCG present) assembled at 20 T form macroscopic
aligned bundles along the magnetic field direction, while at
0.015 wt% PA (without DSCG present) at 20 T no macroscopic
alignment is observed (Fig. S12, ESI†).
Overall, the structure formation of these supramolecular
materials in LCLC templates and magnetic fields depends on
the relative strengths of the two opposing contributions, which
both can be tuned independently. The shear and elastic forces
of the template can be tailored by the particular LCLC used, as
well as the temperature and concentration of the template. The
diamagnetic susceptibility of PA can be tuned by its concen-
tration and also the temperature. In addition, the magnetic
field itself is an important parameter as is the (temperature,
time and concentration dependent) depletion eﬀect. A more
detailed understanding of all of these factors will be the
starting point to control and utilize the complex structures that
are available through these methods.
Conclusion
In this work, we show that we can create unidirectional aligned
arrays of functional supramolecular materials on a centimeter
scale by combining LCLC templates with 2 T magnetic fields.
After photopolymerization, these materials show strong linear
polarized absorption characteristics due to the macroscopic
aligned p-conjugated backbones. Their increased mechanical
strength also allows for the removal of the LCLC template by a
simple washing step, leaving the optically active amphiphiles
unidirectionally aligned on the substrate. With this approach it
is possible to align these materials at 10 times lower magnetic
field strengths than previously reported.18
This approach has the great advantage that it can be applied
to macroscopically align a wide range of soft matter, since the
alignment procedure solely relies on orientational shear and
elastic forces and lacks the requirement for delicate molecular
interactions that require fine tuning. Since we are also able to
drastically lower the requirements for magnetic field alignment
with this approach, we envisage the use of small commercially
available permanent magnets, for instance based on neodymium,
integrated within tabletop setups for applying this technique to a
huge number of aqueous functional soft materials.
Additionally, the reduction of the field required for align-
ment opens up the opportunity to create more complex struc-
tures at much higher fields. We created orthogonally aligned PA
assemblies by exploiting the opposite diamagnetic anisotropies
of our LC template and self-assembled amphiphilic materials.
Such self-assembled oﬀ-equilibrium structures are impossible
to create on such a small length scales using other conventional
alignment techniques. We believe, therefore, that this approach
is very promising to create tailor-made complex structures of
(aqueous) functional soft matter highly beneficial for device
applications in many diverse areas. A better control of the
critical parameters that we set out in the manuscript will be
necessary to achieve this.
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